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one Life, don’t think..

this book is a distillation of  my experiences. Whatever 
I have learnt in my life. Whatever good and bad 
experiences I have had I wish to share with you. 

“I have an inner light which guides me on the right path, 
and that is the light of  my experiences” I do not know 
if  there is any other way for us to take decisions for our 
future, apart from our own experiences.

I have learnt these words in truth. 

I am an business minded person. I have always found joy 
in doing something and learning and learning something 
and doing. I have made my share of  mistakes too, but 
thanks to God I have been mostly successful. I am an 
optimist though many a times I have been foolish. but 
I am blessed with a strong motivation and even when I 
have lost, I never lose courage. I have always known that 
Hope is invincible and that it is the prime ingredient of  
success.

I just went to work everyday, did my work as diligently as 
I could optimally, and put my faith in God. Also, I have 
never lost faith in my dreams, the people I am connected 
with and my God.

experience is the best teacher.

the struggles of  my mother and my own struggles after 
the death of  my father, to achieve something in life.

everyone faces some or the other problem in their lives, 
and it is necessary to be prepared for such struggle. this 
would require one to have faith or a belief  in God and 
an innate self  belief  which would help in getting one 
through the problem faced. but the most important 
element needed is Hope.

My poems are the essence of  my life’s perspective, the 
happenings in my life and my experiences.

I pray that whatever I have learnt through my experiences 
in life, prove to be a hopeful guiding light in your lives.

Vikash 
February 2015
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one life.. do not think
ring out the old
And bring in the new
do not get stuck 
the path of  life is too long
Life is one; only one
but friends are many
Wherever life is hold it tight
do not leave then 
Life is one; only one
Let it flow like sweet water
one life, let it blow like cool breeze 
one life, let it sway like sweet music
Move on, do not stop
one life and many thoughts
Wherever life is, stop
sit, sleep and think
yet again stop, sleep and think

something new is calling you
something old is keeping you
do not stop
one life, do not think 
Fly the new and
think the old 
one has to laugh and one has to cry
There are children and flowers
there are friends and there is fragrance
there is a beloved and there is life
do not think
one life, do not think
something new is calling you
something old is keeping you 
one life, do not think.
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It was six in the evening
there came two people
bringing a white shroud along
I was dead 
the air was a bit hot
Children were playing
Wife was taking a bath
I was dead...
on the tree in front of  my studio
birds were coming back to roost
It was six in the evening
there came two people
bringing a white shroud along
And I was dead..
the noises out there were on
And the world was on its move
All my thirst and all my fights

I WAs deAd

All my pleasures and dreams
All my friends
All my enemies
All those give and takes 
the people who fought with me
And the people I fought with
everyone and everything was over
It was six in the evening
there came two people
bringing a white shroud along
And I was dead.

to gain a life it is better to leave one
I left it and watched it 
there is nothing to it; to this life
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WHAt’s More?

What resides there in these eyes,
What could I say, more water or more thirst?
those water laden clouds in the sky
shed tears on this earth
I do not know, water or thirst 
that resides in these frightened eyes
What resides there in these eyes,
What could I say, more water or more thirst?
In a flash of  moment a smile comes to your lips
And in the next, tears flow down from your eyes
What resides there in these eyes,
What could I say, more water or more thirst?
Like sunlight and shadows hope and despair
Come in a moment and vanish the next

I make my stories 
And the dreams are lost
What can I say, in those stories
Is there more despair or trust?
What resides there in these eyes,
What could I say, more water or more thirst?
to gain a life it is better to leave one
I left it and watched it 
there is nothing to it; to this life.
What can I say, 
Is there more original or fake?
What resides there in these eyes,
What could I say, more water or more thirst?
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tHe struGGLe oF LIFe

Water comes out of  the mountain
Flows dancing down, playing 
Fighting, taking care of  itself  
And taking care of  others
seeing and showing
Falling, getting up and 
For all round twenty four hours
shouting and screaming 
to become Ganga 
to shatter one’s own existence;
the story of  becoming Ganga
the desire to become the stream of  Ganga

that effort
that pain
Forgetting all those
I flow to meet the ocean
that is life
the struggle of  life
If  I stop, I would not become Ganga
nor the sea
therefore I keep moving
Moving, twenty four hours
non-stop.
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one ray is enough
to reach out to the sun
one path is enough
to reach the destination
Life is a festival
Full of  music and dance
Let us welcome it
Let us live and see it
deem it full of  thorns
But flowers too are not less
one fragrance is enough
to take one to the garden
one ray is enough
to reach out to the sun
one path is enough 
to reach the destination.
deem it, loud are the noises
of  storm and typhoon
the ocean of  life
Play out music too
one thirst is enough 

to reach up to the ocean 
one prayer is enough
to see the vision of  Lord
one ray is enough
to reach out to the sun
one path is enough
to reach up to the destination.
Life is a chance
Let us live it all full
Words could be turned into 
expletives or lyrics
Curse is not life but a boon
Let us drown in the essence of  it
For a revolution to rise
only an ember is needed 
diligence is what is needed
to attain deliverance
one ray is enough 
to reach out to the sun 
one path is enough 
to reach up to the destination.

one
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What’s the answer...silence

there are a lot of  questions
but what is the answer
there is an answer 
but you will have to pay 
the answer is....silence
When you cease to speak 
you lose the goddess of  speech
Inside us there is emptiness 
silence inside us
the answer of  all questions 
Is the same.....silence
there is peace in that silence
there is comfort and bliss in it
there are enough questions
but there is only one answer...silence
there is bliss in silence
there is the experience of  life
everything breaks one by one, slowly
And come out, by providence 
Like digging a well;
First tough rocks, 
then rubbish, rejects 
then the dry sand, then mud
And then water, sweet water

For everyone 
there are enough questions
but only one answer...silence
Flowers silent, thorns silent
Gardener silent, 
Questions remain silent
In themselves
silent is sun and night is hushed up
Like thick darkness silent is silence
none talks, neither me nor you
My questions are over 
the state of  emptiness 
In our silence itself  
resides my buddha, my shiva
My Krishna, my end too
In my silence I too end
I am emptiness
silence is emptiness
silence is the answer of  life
everything breaks, everything cleans
Everything flows in silence
there are enough questions
but answer is one.....silence.
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experience
the one that cannot be seen
Is to be watched
the one that does not come to thoughts
Is to be experienced
Closing the eyes one has to look
open the eyes, you see the world
Want to see the power of  Ganga!
Where does it take me
Want to see the cool of  moon 
How does it make me sleep
Want to feel the heat of  sun
How much does it burn
Want to see the pool of  peace
does the mind provide peace?
Want to see the fire of  anger 
How much does it burn all and sundry
Want to see everything
the ones that cannot be seen
the ones that do not come to thoughts
there is no good and bad in experience

because experience is experience
need to make my own path, all by myself
Whatever needs to be done, should be done 
all alone
Whatever I want to become, to be done all 
by myself
Wherever I need to go, I have to go all alone
Whatever I need to know, I have to know all 
by myself
Within us, there resides our own emptiness
our own light
Want to see that which is not seen 
Want to think that which is not thought
Want to gain
Peace
emptiness/nothingness
silence 
My own.
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Love for Life

Life should be in love with life
It is the necessity of  life
Who says that death 
should be the eventuality
How could life find its end
In death, how could it?
How it could be otherwise?
Can life become death?
It is impossible
Life makes bigger life 
out of  its own webs
Life can be made only out of  life
A mango tree, bears mangoes only

How could there be the fruits of  
death
on a tree of  life?
If  you see the fruits of  death
then there is a problem in seeing!
In the tree of  life the fruits 
Can only be those of  life
death is like changing clothes
Life ushers in bigger life
Who says that death should be the 
end of  it all
Life should be love with life itself.
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today someone made a pass at me
He hit me directly, very directly
but he was fake, he did not have the guts
He does dealing in fakes 
He meets fake people
How can he hit me down?
He does not listen to the original 
because he cannot hear it patiently
He talks because he can only talk 
What is there inscribed in history
He kept on repeating 
And barking what he had learnt
What is history
Is it all about the thoughts of
those three or four who are dead and gone
What is it today, what is today is present,
Present that has not been lived by himself
What he could do to me with history
I have the ability to make history

I could change the course of  a river
the ability to join the thread of  life with 
life
He hit me today directly 
Because he was selfish
He was weak, he was frightened,
He had joined hands with people
And was shaken to the hilt
but I know that...
He told me, he made me understand
don’t be afraid, come on 
Come on, friend, you can make it
you can undertake this journey
you could speak about it
you could write a history, anew 
you have stuff  in you, he showed me
today I met someone 
Who could hit me directly.

today I Met a direct Hitter
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Life is a game
do not take it more than that
If  you take it you are gone
Just take it as a play act
What is the problem in acting
Play the role well that you have got
Just deem it as a game/play
Why get tangled....
everything is fake
Whatever is there today
Is not seen tomorrow
tomorrow does not come
Life is a game
do not take it more than that
If  you take it, you get caught
It is ramlila....
ravan, ram, sita
Hanuman, monkey, bear
demons, you need to be everyone
brother, it is just a play
remove the curtain
you see both ram and ravan
one and the same, even friends
they may be tea-mates or bar mates
they could be friends of  day or night
sita sits in between them
no tussle of  stealing her or saving her

there is no golden Lanka
What is truth and what is lie
Life is a game, a play
do not take it more than it
If  you do, you will get caught up
Life is a role, a play , just keep acting
Act it happily in abandon
do not get frustrated
sometimes you are before the curtain
And at times behind it
sometimes you are a king
And sometimes a servant
What is the difference
today you are young
tomorrow you could be old
today you are a hero
tomorrow, you could be zero
Life is a play, a game
Just act
Curtain goes up and comes down
Just see what you are up to
How do you do the role of  life
What you get is the reward of  nothingness
What you get is the reward of  perfect beauty
Life is a play, do not take it more than that
If  you do, you are ensnared.

Life is a Game
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I am Lost in my own thoughts

I am lost in my own thoughts
And seen as insane before others
to welcome the universe
I stand with my hands spread out
I see and listen but I do not want to
think nor do I want to understand
Just stand there with hands spread out
to receive....
I will not be tired till you do not come
I have a ray of  hope in my mind
I have the faith to remain lost in my thoughts
You would come, definitely, with 
the universe in your hands
There is no selfishness in it
nor there any frivolity
there is the essence of  life
And the thirst to meet it
there are the peaks of  mount Kailash
there is a sweet lingering music
When we meet flowers will bloom
Moon will turn cold and night will prolong
time would stand still ...
everything will be in peace
Just you and me
the universe will look at us and love us
this meeting will be wonderful

Will be filled with love
Just like the way we used to meet initially
Selflessly; in it hidden are you and me
this is happening and it is in the making
This meeting will definitely happen..
I am lost in my own thoughts 
And am seen insane before others
I am here standing with hands spread out
In order to welcome the universe 
I want to take the boat of  life
to the other shore with others
Where there is no time, no pride
nor there is the desire to become
nor there is the need to gain
nor there is a need to be something
no thoughts, just to become shiv
I am waiting for your arrival
I am sure that you would come
you will come; 
And will take me away with love
I will not be able to say anything
Will not able to think something
because I am here standing
I am lost in my own thoughts
And am seen insane before others.
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Chicks of  a bird
In a tree right in front of  my studio
A bird was raising its own chicks
In the nest the chicks grew up day by day
one day when the chicks came out 
Of  the nest for the first time
I was looking at them
they just sat on a branch, frightened
thoughtful and restless, in trepidation..
they could not make the steps forward.
their mother was calling out from a distance
Chee chee chee..
the chicks had not even opened their wings
they kept on thinking....
Would we be able to fly or not
Would our wings open or not
Frightened they looked back at their nest
From a distance the mother was still calling
Chee chee chee chee
they looked at the nest
they looked at the bird
but the mother was calling in trust
she kept on calling and calling
they spread their wings 
trusting the call of  their mother
they just moved a little bit away from the nest
Confidence rose a bit and they opened the wings
they rose up in the air, and ...they came back
Confidence just grew...and they flew
since then I do not know, the nest is there
but where are the birds
Kids also muster up courage 
To spread their wings  and fly up in the sky
one day one has to leave the old
then why not today?
there is pain in the new
Those children of  the bird who have flown away
Wouldn’t they be afraid?
Won’t they be frightened by the blowing winds

It rained at night
they must be sitting without their nest
their wings must be drenched
they must be feeling cold
What if  they were still in the nest, 
Wouldn’t it have been really good?
But when one flies in the air
All pain and cold are forgotten
Chicks of  the bird
The ones who fly with their mother
they also pay their price and gain their life
those who pay their price gain theirs...
With the new pain is also good
However, peace is with the old
slow suicide, nothing else
What is there to leave
What will be erased
When nothing is earned
How do you say something is lost?
so search it, and search it 
With all your trust
till you could spread your wings....
even the pain of  new is good
old is nothing but suicide
before it becomes a habit
do something and wake up
do some adventures
the adventure of  going with the new
the courage to go into the unknown
The way the kids of  the bird fly away
the way children leave their mothers’ home
even the failure becomes victory with the new
but even the victory is a failure with the old
this is not an imagination but experience
those who gain the new 
Would gain the knowledge of  flying ...
you just live for the new
Prepared and enthusiastic always
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Final thoughts



Well, you’ve got to draw the line somewhere.
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